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a b s t r a c t

In this research work, the authors devoted their efforts to study the physical and optical properties of the
novel CuxGe20-xSe40Te40, CGST (x ¼ 0,5,10,15,20 at.%) matrix. Physical properties of bulk samples and
optical properties of thin films of this matrix have been studied. The bulk glassy samples were prepared
using the known melt quenching method, while thin-film samples were deposited by vacuum deposition
technique under pressure 10�4 Pa. X-ray diffraction examination showed that thin-film samples were
deposited in the amorphous state, where no discrete sharp diffraction peaks were formed. Energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy exhibited also that there is a good agreement between the experimental
results and the selected elemental composition ratios for all samples. The optical properties were studied
using the spectrophotometric measurements of transmittance and reflectance spectra within the spectral
range 300 nme2500 nm. The absorption coefficient, the absorption index, optical energy gap, Urbach
energy and others have been investigated and discussed on the view of the chemical band approach
model. The optical energy gap decreases from 1.208 eV to 1.045 eV, while Urbach energy increases from
0.186 eV to 0.219 eV as Cu ratio increased from zero to 20%. These CGST samples showed very low
absorbance nature in the NIR and IR regions. Therefore, they can be used in the applications of opto-
electronics devices, infrared imaging, and optical filters and detectors.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the past few decades, chalcogenide glassy compositions and/
or alloys containing transitional metal have becomemore attractive
materials for researchers. The most common chalcogenide semi-
conductor structures are those belonging to I-IV-VI compositions,
such as those consists of Cu or Ag, group (I), Ge or Si, group (IV) and
S, Se and/or Te from the group (VI). This is owing to their dis-
tinguishing, convenient and unique physical properties, e.g., good
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chemical stability, a high index of refraction, quantum detectors,
stronger photosensitivity, high transparency in the infrared, IR re-
gion [1e3]. Consequently, they have wide potential applications in
several electronics industries. Whereas, these materials are used in
many implementations, like a thin film transistor, waveguides,
optical fibers, optoelectronic, photo-voltaic, solid-state devices,
memory components and nonlinear optics [4e6]. Further, most of
the I-IV-VI compositions are good absorbing materials, so they
widely used in the solar photovoltaic cells [7,8]. The reason that led
to the widespread usage of such materials is also the ability to
control or modify their physical properties, even after their syn-
thesis. Where the properties of the chalcogenide materials can also
be controlled by influencing upon the sample with external effects
(such as effecting on the sample by Gamma rays, Laser beams, the
thermal treatment processes, the scale of Terawatt, STW renewable
energy generation, …and others), which lead to improve their
properties, as well as can modify the properties of the sample as
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required and according to the application in which they can be
employed [3-8].

On the other hand, chalcogenide, ChG alloys and compositions
are considered from the most famous categories of amorphous
materials [9,10]. While the ternary GeeSeeTe glasses and their film
samples are the most common non-crystalline chalcogenides.
Generally, ChG and their films are promising optical substances
owing to their transparency nature in the infrared region, they are
non-dispersed materials, of lower optical losses, and have good
chemical and mechanical properties [11e15]. Therefore, ChG ma-
terials, whether bulk or thin-film samples, are a candidate for many
technological and scientific applications and devices, especially in
the fabrication of transparent thermal-imaging lenses and sensors
in the infrared region, as well as, the optical glass fibers [15e17].
Therefore, they have received great attention and attract many
scholars to research in. Therefore, the authors and their colleagues
carried out a thorough study of a-Ge10þxSe40eTe50-x samples,
where they studied the optical, electrical and thermal characteris-
tics of these amorphous samples [18e20]. Moreover, the authors
also extensively discuss many of optical and physical properties of
the quaternary a-Ge-Sb-Se-Te bulk glasses and their thin-film
specimens [21e23]. In addition, they studied the effect of Cu-
addition on the structural, optical and optoelectrical properties of
many other compositions, like Cu2MnGeS4, Cu2MnSnS4 and
Cu2ZnGeSe4 [24e27]. Therefore, the authors have decided to syn-
thesize and study the physical and optical properties of the novel
quaternary a-Cu-Ge-Se-Te bulk and film samples, in the current
article.

The addition of the copper leads to the enhancement and
strengthen the glass structure of the composition, as proposed by
Barisova [28]. Furthermore, the addition of more copper to chal-
cogenide compositions, with a maximum of 20% of the atomic
weight of the constituents of that composition [16,28,29], leads to
improve their optical and physical properties [30]. Moreover, the
Cueaddition will result in a decrease in the band-gap energy, Eg,
thereby decreases the conductivity activation energy, DEE of these
systems. Besides, these copper-chalcogenide structures will also
possess new attractive properties such as flexibility, high strength,
high optical reflectance and high optical recording materials along
with the development of some other individual abilities
[9,10,30,31]. Thus, these glasses can be used to produce many
electronic components, especially those that need the existence of
metals [10]. Moreover, they are extensively used in our daily lives;
like light bulbs, optical windows, displays and optical fibers, and
even they have employed as architecture constructing materials
[31,32]. On the other hand, almost all Cu-ChG thin films can be
synthesized by physical vapor deposition, PVD [9,10,16,29e33]. This
vapor deposition technique is one of the most accurate methods
used to prepare the film samples. It is distinguished from other
preparation methods of film samples, where all experimental
conditions of depositing films can be controlled in, like the depo-
sition rate, evaporation period and thickness of the film, besides,
the structure and morphology of deposit films [5,7,34].

This research aims to synthesize glassy bulk and thin-film
samples of the novel CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 glassy compositions
(0.00� x� 20.00, at. %) with high quality and homogenity. Besides,
the authors have aim also to discuss the effect of replacing Cu
instead of Ge within the non-crystalline Cu-Ge-Se-Te matrix. In
addition, to investigate such replacement upon the physical and
optical characteristics of these chalcogenide CuxGe20-xSe40Te40
samples. The goal of this work is the study and discuss the mass-
volume density and some important related physical factors, like
molar volume, percentage of the free volume, compactness, pack-
ing density and many others. The atomic density and its related
parameters are also aiming to be investigated. The optical
properties of these novel systems are aimed to be studied. Table 1
summarizes some important characterizations of the raw starting
materials used. It includes the values of the following; the density,
relement , molar volume, VM , molar mass, MM , atomic density, AD,
electro-negativity, EN, band-gap energy, Eg, bond energy, BE, co-
ordination number of element, <Nc>, ionization energy, EMIon,

electron-affinity, EMAff and the heat of atomization, Hs [35e38].
2. Materials and experimental procedures

2.1. Synthesis of bulk and film samples

Elemental powders of copper, germanium, selenium, and
tellurium of high purity degrees have been employed to synthesize
the amorphous samples of the CuxGe20-xSe40-Te40 system. The
purity degree of these elements was greater than or equal 4 N and
theywere purchased from Sigmae Aldrich company. Appropriately
selected proportions from the power of the elements were
weighted in accordance with the atomic weights of the constitu-
ents of the matrix. The mixtures were placed in quartz tubes and
then sealed under vacuum. Where the tubes were evacuated to
about 10�3 Pa. These evacuated tubes were placed in a rocking-
electric oven and then it gradually was heated. The heating pro-
cess was carried out initiating from the room temperature up to
1300 K, under the heating rate 3e4 K/min. Moreover, the tubes
were left within the furnace for 24 h at this final temperature de-
gree (1300 K) to warranty the best mixing and homogeneity of the
molten CGST alloys. After this, the tubes and their molten compo-
sitions were suddenly quenched in ice-water to get the quaternary
non-crystalline Cu-Ge-Se-Te alloys. Then, the quartz tubes were
broken to get their ingots, which were used to prepare thin-film
samples of these CuxGe20-xSe40-Te40 synthesized compositions.
Thin films have been deposited by the physical evaporation depo-
sitionmethod by using the coating unit of Edward - model (E 306A)
[39,40].

There were some preparatory conditions that were taken into
account and applied to obtain high-quality and homogenous thin
films; these conditions were: (i) The pressure within the coating
unit was about 10�4 Pa. (ii) The distance between the molybdenum
boat and the substrate was controlled to get uniform film of con-
stant thickness. (iii) The glass substrates used in this research work
were microscopic glass sheets known as “KH-Glass Microscopic
slides” of high optical transparency. Their dimensions are
76.2 � 25.4 Sq. mm (about 3 � 1 inch2) and of thickness about
1.0 mm [26]. These glass sheets have a high optical quality, where
they depicted by their free of inclusions and bubbles, high purity,
clearness and colorlessness [41]. (iv) The surfaces of the used glass
substrate have beenwell pre-cleaned before the deposition process
of the thin film. The substrate surfaces well washed with detergent
and water, followed by acetone for 5 min. Then, rinse with de-
ionized water, and then ultrasound cleaned. Finally dried by hot
air and then have been fixed in its holder within the vacuum jar
[26]. It is worth mentioning that the material of the substrate
surface plays a substantial role in the morphology of the deposited
thin-film samples. Practically, the thin-film morphology is strongly
dependent on the crystal structure and morphology of the used
substrate. If thematerial of the substrate surface is very crystallized,
like silicon dioxide, it assists to increase the crystallization of the
film and vice versa. The crystal structure of the first layers adjacent
to the surface of the substrate depends on its growth on the di-
rection of crystallization on the substrate surface. But if thematerial
of the surface of the substrate has a non-crystalline nature, as the
present case, then the first layers adjacent to the surface of the
substrate will have the same non-crystallinity form [25,26]. (v) The



Table 1
The most important factors of used raw elements of a-Cux Ge20-x Se40 Te40 samples [35e38].

Element relement (gm/cm3) VM (cm3/mol) MM (gm/mol) AD � 1022 (atoms/cm3) EN (Pauling scale) Eg (eV) BE (eV) NC EM
Ion (eV) EM

Aff (eV) Hs kCal/g.atom

Cu 8.92 7.11 63.55 8.471 1.90 —— 7.659 1 7.726 1.229 81.1
Ge 5.32 13.63 72.63 4.419 2.01 0.67 7.889 4 9.899 1.235 90.0
Se 4.97 16.42 78.97 3.668 2.55 1.74 6.448 2 9.767 2.023 49,4
Te 6.24 20.46 127.60 2.944 2.10 0.34 6.001 2 9.020 1.974 46.0
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deposition rate was adjusted to be 10 nm/s (vi) The deposition time
was about 25 s (vii) The thickness monitor was controlled to get
film samples have a thickness equal 200 nm. Where, the quartz
crystal oscillator (Edwards of the model FTM-3) was located very
close to the glass substrate. Finally, (viii) synthesized film samples
were preserved within the chamber of the coating unit for about
24 h to realize the equilibriummetastable state [34]. Thereby, these
procedures lead to obtaining high-quality film samples, where they
will have a uniform thickness, smooth surface, and tightly sticking
to the substrate [9,21,30].
2.2. Used characterization techniques

The amorphous and/or crystalline nature of CuxGe20-xSe40Te40
bulk and film samples were examined using X-ray diffraction. The
used diffractometer in this work was JEOL of the model JSDX- 60-
PA. It should note that to get accurate structural results, it was
used a high-energy power source of 35mA and 40 kV. Furthermore,
a very low continuous scanning rate, 0.02 ⁰/s was applied, as it was
achieved, here, to detect any probable diffraction lines or any
formed or separated phases that may be found. It is worthy to
mention that the sample examination via XRD is not a suitable
method only, but it is a very good technique to judge the structural
nature of the samples. Further, it is an easy, very reliable and cheap
technique. The used radiation source was Cu-ka of wavelength
about 1.54184 Å, and of an energy about 8.042 KeV. The samples
were scanned at room temperature in the range between 10⁰ and
80⁰ of the diffraction angles. On the other hand, the synthetic
compositional element ratios of the prepared samples were
analyzed using the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analysis,
EDS technique. This EDS unit was attached to a scanning electron
microscope, SEM, then it was operated with 30 kV accelerating
voltage. The measured compositional element ratios of the Cu-Ge-
Se-Te systemwere checked several times at different places and the
average values were considered. All EDS-images were scanned at
room temperature. The error recorded in the EDS obtained results
was very minimal; it did not exceed ±1.00%.

The mass-volumetric density, rexpS � values of the bulk samples
of the current glasses were determined by using Archimedes’
Principle, using a non-solvent (toluene) liquid, which was used as a
buoyant liquid. The measured values were recorded at room tem-
perature. The experimentwas performedmany times and themean
value for each sample was taken. The error of in determining the
density values was within ±1.30%.

Optical properties of chalcogenide CuxGe20-xSe40-Te40 amor-
phous films were achieved via the measurements of both the
transmittance, T and reflectance, R, of samples in the range
300 nme2500 nm of wavelength. A double beam UV-Vis-NIR-
Shimadzu spectrophotometer of the model UV-310-PC was used
to record both the T - and R - Spectra. This spectrophotometer is
equipped with a reflection attachment to measure the reflectivity
of samples, it is of the VeN type (angle of incidence is 5⁰). The
absorption coefficient, a of film samples has been calculated from
the corrected values of both T and R measurements. The error value
in the determination of the absorption coefficient, a-spectra of the
quaternary Cu-Ge-Se-Te film samples was about ±0.85%. All dis-
cussed optical properties were investigated at room temperature.
3. Theoretical considerations and used equations

3.1. Density and its related parameters

The density of any substance can be measured using Archi-
medes’ principle using a non-solvent liquid (toluene), used as a
buoyant liquid. The density of can be determined from the

following Eq.: ¼ rexpS ¼ rBL

�
Wa
DW

�
.

Where, rBL is the density of the buoyant liquid [42e44]. While,
DW is theweight of a bulk sample in air,Wa minus its weight in the
buoyant liquid, WBL; i.e. DW ¼ Wa � WBL. Therefore, the molar
volume, VM of the sample can be obtained using this form VM ¼

1
rexpS

P
xi Mm.

Where, rexpS is the measured density, while
P

xi.Mm is the molar
mass of the sample, which can be determined from this form [45]:P

xi.Mm ¼ ðaMmÞCu þ ðbMmÞGe þ ðg MmÞSe þ ðd MmÞTe.
Here, a, b, g and d are the fraction percent of Cu-, Ge-, Se- and Te-

elements. The excess volume Ve is the difference between the
experimentally measured and theoretically calculated molar vol-
umes, VM and Vth, respectively, i.e., Ve ¼ VM � Vth, noting that
Vth ¼ P

i
xi VMðiÞ, here VM ðiÞ is the molar volume of each element.

The theoretical molar volume, Vth is also calculated from this Eq.
[45]:

Vth ¼aVMðCuÞþbVMðGeÞ þ g VMðSeÞ þ dVM ðTeÞ (1)

There is a difference between the theoretical and experimental
values of the molar volume. So, there is the free volume percentage,

FVP, which can be computed as follows: FVP ¼ VM � Vth

VM
� 100%

[45,46].
The packing density, Dp of a sample is the fraction of the space

that is filled with the elements making up the lattice, it is some-
times called the packing fraction. It also specifies the ratio of the
used space to a selected one, is given by this Eq. [45,47]:

DP ¼
rexpS � NA

Mm
¼ NA

VM
(2)

where, NA is Avogadro’s number and VM is the molar volume of the
sample, rexpS is the experimental density value andMm is the sample
molar volume. On the other hand, the compactness parameter,
d can be obtained by using this Eq. [42,48]:

d¼

2
6664
P

i
xiðMmÞi

ri
� P

i
xiðMmÞi

rP
i
xiðMmÞi

r

3
7775 (3)

where, the symbol (xi) refers to themolar ratio % of elements, which
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participate in the CGST glassy compositions. While, the parameter
(Mm)i is the molar mass of that composition and ri is the density of
each element, while r is the atomic density of the studied
composition.

Moreover, using NastereKingery formula of the atomic density,
AD, it can estimate the values of this parameter for the current el-
ements existing in the Cu-Ge-Se-Te bulk glassy alloys. This form is

given as follows [42,49]: AD ¼ rexpS � Wp � NA

AW � 100 .
Where rs is the sample density, NA is Avogadro’s number, WP is

the element percentage in its composition (atomic fraction), AW is
the ratio between the molar mass (atomic weight) of the element
and the molar mass of its composition. Further, if the value of the
AD parameter is known, anyone can get the interatomic,
IASAtom�Atom. This parameter can be evaluated from this simple Eq.

[50]: IASAtom�Atom ¼ ð1=ADÞ1=3. Moreover, by knowing the distance,
IASAtom�Atom, it can evaluate the polaron radius, Rp from this simple
Eq.:

Rp ¼1
2

� p

6 AD

�1=3 ¼� p

48 AD

�1 =

3 ¼h� IASAtom�Atom (4)

where, h is a dimensionless constant ðh ¼ 0:403Þ, Hence, the field
strength, FS, which is the strength of the atomic field of a certain
atom, can be calculated by knowing the number of valence elec-
tron, VNo: of the atom and the corresponding polaron radius, Rp as

follows.: FS ¼
 

VNo:
R2
p

!
[49,50].

3.2. Bandgap energy, the cohesive energy and coordination number

Shimakawa assumed that the energy bandgap of any semi-
conductor composition or alloy consists of multi-elements can be
theoretically calculated if the value of the band gap energies of the
constituent elements of that composition or alloy are known. He
argued that the bandgap-energy value, Ethg can be computed by this
Eq. [51,52]:

Eth
g ¼

X
i

xEgðelementÞ ¼ aEgðAÞ þ bEgðBÞ þ gEgðCÞ þ dEgðDÞ (5)

where, a, b, g and d are the atomic fractions, while
EgðAÞ; EgðBÞ; EgðCÞ and EgðDÞ are the bandgap-energy values of the
elements A, B, C and D, respectively; the value of those energies was
reported in Table 1. On the other hand, the cohesive-energy value,
EC can be calculated on the bases of the chemical bond approach

model, CBA as follows [34,53,54]: EC ¼P
i

�
NEB
100

�
i
.

Where, Ni is the number of chemical bonds expected to form
between any two atoms of the elements of that composition.While,
EBi

is the energy value of the chemical bond, which expect to be
formed. The bond formed between two atoms belonging to the
same element is a weak bond; it is called a homonuclear (homo-
polar) bond. This type of bond is considered a defect bond. While,
the heteronuclear (heteropolar) bond, which is the strongest and
preferred bond between any two atoms belong to two different
elements.

The energy of the heteronuclear bond can be computed by
knowing the heteronuclear bond energy of the two elements and
the electro-negativity values, cA and cB of these two elements by
using the following form [55e57]:

EBðA�BÞ¼ ½EBðA � AÞ � EBðB� BÞ�1=2 þ 30ðcA�cBÞ2 (6)

Besides, the number of atoms of the nearest neighbor which is
called the number of the average coordination, is denoted asNC and
can be determined for amorphous materials, knowing both the
atomic fractions, ða; b;g and dÞ and the number of valence elec-
trons, VENo: of the participated chemical elements which constitute
of the CGST matrix, from the following Eq. [34,58]:

NC ¼
�
aVENo:A þ bVENo:B þ gVENo:C þ dVENo:D

a þ b þ g þ d

�

¼
�
a VENo:A þ b VENo:B þ g VENo:C þ d VENo:D

100

�
(7)

The lone-pair electrons, LP of any bulk glassy composition can
be calculated if the values of both the number of valence electrons,
VNo: and NC using this direct formula [59e61]: LP ¼ VENo: � NC .
The floppymodes, FM of any bulk glassy alloy, which indicates if the
sample lies or not in the floppy region, can be calculated from this
Eq. [42,45]: FM ¼ 2� 5 NC

6 .
On the other hand, the total number of mechanical bond con-

straints, NTotal con of any glassy system is originated from two
types of constraints; they are the bond bending and the bond
stretching constraints ðNbb and Nbs, respectively). Therefore, the
total number of the bond constraints is given as [45,48,62]:

NTotal Cont: ¼Nbb þ Nbs ¼
5NC

2
� 3 (8a)

Where Nbb ¼1
2
NC and Nbs ¼ ½2NC �3� (8b)

The value of the density of the cross-linking, DCL and the
effective coordination number, NCEff

can also be determined from
the obtained values of the total number of constraints, NTotal con,
as follows [45,62].

DCL¼NTotal Cont: � 2 and NCEff
¼ 2

5
NTotal Cont: þ 3 (8c)

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Identification of a-CGST thin-film samples

The crystalline/non-crystalline nature of the new quaternary
CuxGe20-xSe40Te40, CGST bulk alloy samples were examined by the
X-ray diffraction technique, XRD. The X-ray diffractograms showed
that the synthesized quenched bulk samples for all atomic frac-
tional ratios (0 � x �20 at. %) are free of either the discrete or sharp
diffraction peaks. This means that these ingots bulk samples have
the amorphous nature. Furthermore, when examining the depos-
ited films of this novel Cu-Ge-Se-Te system, it was also found that
there are no sharp or discrete diffraction lines, at all, as depicted in
Fig. (1). This affirms that all Cu-Ge-Se-Te samples have been
deposited in the amorphous phase. It is worthy to note from Fig. (1)
that these diffractograms show common behavior and all of them
have a broad stepped hump. This hump is located between the two
diffraction angles (2q) 20⁰ and 40⁰. This behavior was popular and
reported for many non-crystalline film samples [18,21,22].

On the other hand, the atomic ratios of the compositional ele-
ments of the as-deposited quaternary Cu20 Se40Te40 films have
checked by the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, EDS to
confirm the elemental ratios of each sample. It is worth mentioning
also that the process of scanning has been done at the film’s surface
several times for each sample, to confirm the correctness of the
obtained distribution ratios of the elements of each sample
[41,63,64]. It was observed that the distribution of the atomic ratios



Fig. 1. XRD patterns of the novel quaternary a-Cu-Ge-Se-Te thin films.
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of films is in a good matching with the selected ones. Table 2 re-
ports a comparison between the obtained experimental EDS results
and those were selected and based on them the samples were
prepared. It is worth noting that the experimental error is less than
± 1.00%.
4.2. Density and some concerned parameters

The density, rexpS of the novel Cux Ge20-x Se40 Te40 bulk samples
have been experimentally measured using the Archimedes’
method, where the employed buoyant liquid was the toluene. The
measurements were repeated three times and the average values
were considered. The values of the density were found to increase
as the ratio of the copper was increased. The obtained experimental
results were listed in Table 3 and then illustrated as a function of
Cu-content percent (x) in Fig. (2-a). This figure was fitted to get a
linear relationship between rexpS and (x) and the empirical equation

that describes this direct proportion can be expressed as: rexpS ðg/
cm3) ¼ 5.325 þ 0.027 x,

Where, x is the molar fraction percentage of the Cu. The
increasing values of rexpS of Cu-Ge-Se-Te samples can be attributed
to the density values of Cu and Ge. Where, Cu increased in the
account of Ge, and at the same time the density of Cu, rCu ¼
8.92 ðg/cm3) is larger than that of the Ge, rGe ¼ 5.32 ðg/cm3), as
reported in Table 1.

On the other hand, the density values of all prepared bulk
samples were theoretically computed and reported also in Table 3.
The authors have used the empirical form that proposed by Fayek
et al. [13]. This experimental expression is given as follows: rThS ¼
Table 2
The experimentally measured EDS-ratios % and those of the selected and prepared value

a-Cux Ge20-x Se40 Te40 Samples Experimentally measured EDS-ratio at. %

Cu Ge Se Te

Ge20 Se40 Te40 0.000 20.198 39.660 40.1
Cu5 Ge15 Se40 Te40 4.874 14.471 40.988 39.6
Cu10Ge10 Se40 Te40 10.148 10.423 39.878 39.5
Cu15 Ge5 Se40 Te40 14.933 5.126 39.979 39.9
Cu20 Se40 Te40 19.305 0.000 40.148 40.5
P�
Pi
di

��1

,

where P is the elemental molar fraction of each participating
element and d is the density of each separate element [13]. If
anyone compares experimental and theoretical density values, he
can find that there is a good agreement between the two obtained
values. Depending on the determined experimental-density values
of the Cu-Ge-Se-Te bulk samples, the molar volume, VM can be
computed. The estimated VM-values were tabulated also in Table 3
and plotted as a function of themolar fraction of the Cu-content (x),
as shown in Fig. (2-b). The graph is also fitted to obtain a straight
line, as shown. The experimental equation for the straight line
shown is given by the following Eq.: VM (cm3/mol)¼ 18.26e0.103 x.

As observed from Fig. (2-b) and deduced from the previous
equation, which has a negative slope, the values of VM decreased as
the Cu-percentage was increased. This is a normal result, where the
molar volume is inversely proportion to the density ðrexpS a 1=VMÞ.
In addition, the molar volume of copper is less than that of
germanium, (VM of Cu ¼ 7:11 ðcm3=molÞ, while
VM of Ge ¼ 13:63 ðcm3=molÞ: Consequently, the VM � values
decrease as the Cu-ratio was increased in the chalcogenide
CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 compositions.

The molar mass, MM of the present bulk samples has also been
calculated, then the estimated values were reported in Table 3, too.
It was observed that the value of MM decreases as the ratio of the
presence of Cu was increased, as illustrated in Fig. (3-a). This
decreasing is owing to the molar masses of Cu and Ge elements,
where Ge was replaced by Cu. As reported in Table 1, MM of the
copper is smaller than that of germanium (MM of the
Cu ¼ 63.55 gm/mol, while MM of the Ge ¼ 72.63 gm/mol). The plot
of data evaluated ofMM versus the Cu-ratio, x, was linearly fitted to
give the following empirical straight-line Eq.: MM (gm/
mol) ¼ 197.386 e 0.106 x.

Moreover, The values of the excess volume, Ve of the present Cu-
Ge-Se-Te bulk samples have also been calculated. Where, Ve is the
difference between the theoretical and experimental molar vol-
umes, i.e. Ve ¼ Vth � VM . Therefore, the theoretical molar volume,
Vth must be firstly calculated to compute Ve. The Eq. (1) was used to
determine Vthevalues and then these values were tabulated in
Table 3, too. Further, these Vth � values depicted in Fig. (3-b) as a
function of the Cu-percentage which it is best fitted linearly to get
this experimental equation: Vthðcm3 =molÞ ¼ 17:703� 0:092 x.

As obvious, the Vth � values decrease as the Cu-ratio was
increased, which is due to that the molar volume of Ge is larger
than that of Cu, therefore, as Cu-content increases, Vthevalue de-
creases. Thus, and knowing both Vth and VM , It could now calculate
the excess volume, Ve. Table 3 reports also these estimated values.
Depending upon the values of each Vth and VM , anyone can
calculate the free volume percentage, FVP-values. The computed
values of this parameter were also listed in Table 3. It is worth
mentioning that the values of both Ve and FVP were independent
upon themolar fraction value of the copper. The packing density, DP
is another parameter satisfies the bulk materials, it is the ratio of
s of the compositional element ratios of the a-Cux Ge20-x Se40 Te40 samples.

Selected and prepared ratio at. % Exp. errors ± %

Cu Ge Se Te

42 00.00 20.00 40.00 40.00 0.99
67 05.00 15.00 40.00 40.00 0.96
51 10.00 10.00 40.00 40.00 0.98
62 15.00 05.00 40.00 40.00 0.99
47 20.00 00.00 40.00 40.00 0.98



Table 3
The determined experimental and theoretical density values and some other related physical parameters; as well as some atomic parameters of a-CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 glassy
samples.

The parameter Chalcogenide CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 glassy composition

Ge20Se40Te40 Cu5Ge5Se40Te40 Cu10Ge10Se40Te40 Cu15Ge5Se40Te40 Cu20Se40Te40

rexpS ± 1.3% (gm/cm3) 5.376 5.423 5.536 5.774 5.892

rthS (gm/cm3) 5.489 5.606 5.728 5.855 5.988

Mm (gm/mol) 97.54 96.70 96.25 95.79 95.34
Vm ± 0.13 (cm3/mol) 18.144 17.831 17.386 16.590 16.181
Vth (cm3/mol) 17.770 17.249 16.629 16.360 15.922

Ve¼ Vm- Vth(cm3/mol) 0.374 0.582 0.757 0.230 0.259

FVP (%) 2.061 3.267 4.355 1.360 1.602
PD1022 (Atom/cm3) 3.318 3.418 3.553 3.619 3.724
Compactness, d �0.110 �0.051 �0.044 �0.018 �0.014
ADCu1021 (Atom/cm3) 0.000 2.485 5.050 7.863 10.648
ADGe£1021 (Atom/cm3) 8.697 6.523 4.419 2.293 0.000
ADSe£1022 (Atom/cm3) 1.598 1.600 1.625 1.687 1.714
ADTe£1022 (Atom/cm3) 0.990 0.991 1.006 1.044 1.060
ADTot£1022(Atom/cm3) 3.457 3.451 3.578 3.747 3.839
IASSe-Se (Å) 3.970 3.968 3.948 3.899 3.878
Rp-Se (Å) 1.600 1.599 1.591 1.571 1.563
FS Se£1015 (cm¡2) 7.812 7.822 7.901 8.103 8.187
IASTe-Te (Å) 4.657 4.655 4.632 4.575 4.552
Rp-Te (Å) 1.877 1.876 1.867 1.843 1.834
FS Te£1015 (cm¡2) 5.677 5.683 5.738 5.888 5.946

Fig. 2. Density and molar volume as functions of the percentage of Cu-concentration
within the quaternary Cux Ge20-x Se40 Te40 glasses.

Fig. 3. Molar mass and theoretical molar volume as functions of the percentage of Cu-
concentration in the quaternary Cux Ge20-x Se40 Te40 glasses.
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the used space to a selected one.
The values of this parameter Dp were calculated using Eq. (2)

and tabulated in Table 3, too. Besides, the Dp-values were repre-
sented against the Cu-content percent in Fig. (4-a). The packing
density, Dp of the present bulk samples were fitted to get this Eq.:
DP (gm/cm3)¼ 3.323þ 0.02 x.Here (x) is the Cu-percentage. On the
other hand, the variation in the average atomic size of any sub-
stance, which is known as the compactness, d, was calculated
employing Eq. (3). This compactness originates due to the mutual
chemical reactions between the atoms of that substance. The
determined d-values were recorded in Table 3 and represented
graphically versus the Cu-content %, (x), as shown in Fig. (4-b). The
figure was fitted to obtain this empirical linear form: d ¼ -
0.092 þ 0.005 x. Here, x is the Cu-molar fraction in the quaternary
samples of Cu-Ge-Se-Te glasses.

4.3. Estimation of atomic densities, AD and their related parameters

Using the postulated form by NastereKingery, it could calculate
the atomic densities, AD of the compositional elements of Cu-e-Se-
Te samples. The computed AD values were evaluated and reported
in Table 3, as well as illustrated in Fig. (5) as functions of the Cu-
atomic ratio %. It can observe that the atomic intensity of Cu
increased and that of Ge decreased as the ratio of Cu was increased,
which is a normal result, where Cu replaced instead of Ge in the
host Cu-e-Se-Te lattice. Thereby, the number of atoms of Cu per
cubic cmmust increase and those of Gemust decrease. On the other
hand, the AD-values of both Sue and Tea are also increased when
Cu-ratio increased, as shown also in Fig. (5). These graphs were
fitted to get the following empirical linear Eqs.:

ADCu ¼ (- 0.126 þ 0.533 x) � 1021 (atoms/cm3)

ADGe ¼ (8.711e0.432 x) � 102 1(atoms/cm3)



Fig. 4. Packing density and compactness as functions of the copper % within Cu-Ge-Se-
Te glassy matrix.

Fig. 5. Variation of the atomic densities of Cu, Ge, Se and Te elements of bulk Cu-Ge-
Se-Te glassy samples as functions of the Cu-content %.
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ADSe ¼ (1.581 þ 0.006 x) � 1022 (atoms/cm3)

ADTe ¼ (0.980 þ 0.004 x) � 102 2(atoms/cm3)

Along with, the atomic density of the samples of the CuxGe20-
xSe40Te40 bulk compositions increased from 3.457 atoms/cm3 to
3.839 atoms/cm3 as the Cu-content % was increased from 0.0% to
20.0%, as reported in Table 3. Moreover, the interatomic separation
between any two neighbor atoms, IASAtom�Atom decreases between
any two Se and between two Te atoms, too. For Se-element, IAS
decreases from 3.970 Å to become 3.878 Å, and from 4.657 Å to
4.552 Å for Te, as depicted in Fig. (6-a). This is owing to that the
interatomic separation distance is inversely proportional to the
atomic density (IAS a 1/AD). Based on the estimated IAS-values, the
polaron radius, Eq. (4), Rp of Se and Te can be estimated also. The
polaron radius Rp-values could also be estimated and then recorded
in Table 3. Moreover, it is also depicted as a function of Cu-ratio in
the Fig. (6-b). For Se-element, Rp-values decrease from 1.600 Å to
1.563 Å, while for Te-element, decrease from 1.877 Å to 1.834 Å, as
Cu-concentration increased from 0 to 20%. It is worth noting that
the estimated polaron radii are greater than the atomic radii,
whether it is the selenium atom or the tellurium atom. Where, the
atomic radius of Se-atom, is RSe ¼ 1.15 Å, while for Tellurium atom,
it is RTe ¼ 1.40 Å. These results are acceptable and in good consis-
tency with the definition of the polaron radius. Where, the radius of
the polaronmust be larger than the atomic radius, Ratom. Moreover,
the determined Rp-values are less than the interatomic separation
distances, which are in good consistency with the theoretical hy-
pothesis. Where, Rp must be larger than the atomic radius and less
than the average interatomic spacing (Ratom < Rp < IAS) [42,65].

Furthermore, the values of the field strength, FS were also
calculated for both Se- and Te- element. This parameter gives the
atom-field strength that affects other atoms in its region and
nearby. The obtained FS-values were tabulated also in Table 3 and
presented as functions of the Cu-concentration percent in Fig. (6-c).
It is observed that the FS-values increases from7.812� 1015 cm�2 to
8.187 � 1015 cm�2 for Se-atoms and from 5.677 � 1015 cm�2 to
5.946� 1015 cm�2 for Te-atoms as the Cu-ratio increased from 0% to
20% in the Cu-Ge-Se-Te host lattice. The set of Fig. (6) have been
linearly fitted to get the following empirical equations:

Interatomic distances: IASSe-Se (Å) ¼ 3.983e0.005 x and IASTe-Te
(Å) ¼ 4.672e0.006 x

Polaron radius: Rp-Se (Å) ¼ 1.605e0.002 x and Rp-Te
(Å) ¼ 1.883e0.002 x

Field Strength: FSSe (cm�2) ¼ (7.759 þ 0.021 x) � 1015 and FSTe
(cm�2) ¼ (5.638 þ 0.015 x) � 1015

4.4. Optical studies of Cu-Ge-Se-Te thin films

Chalcogenide thin-films are characterized by their excellent
transmission and lower refractivity (which may tend to zero) in the
near-infrared, NIR region, in addition, there is a shift of the ab-
sorption edge. This shift may occur towards lower energy values,
i.e. towards the right along the curve that varied with the wave-
length or towards higher energy values i.e. towards the left,
depending upon many parameters, like the film thickness, the
composition of the film sample itself and the doped material. In
addition, the chalcogenide films characterized by their higher
refractive index, which has values are arranged between 2 and 3.5
[34,66]. Moreover, the optical characteristics of these films are
strongly influenced by the chemical bonds formed among the
constituent materials of the film composition [34,66e68]. There-
fore, in this work the authors will study and discuss the effect of
composition upon some optical properties and the relation be-
tween the optical energy gap, Urbach energy and the cohesive
energy of the quaternary CuxGe20-xSe40Te40, CGST thin-film
samples.

4.4.1. Transmittance and reflectance spectra
Figs. (7) illustrates the transmission spectra of chalcogenide

CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 thin films. This figure shows that the



Fig. 6. Variations of (a) interatomic separations between any two neighbor atoms, IAS, (b) polaron radius, Rp and (c) the atomic field strength, FS versus the Cu-percentage for Se-
and Te-elements within Cu-Ge-Se-Te glassy samples.

Fig. 7. (a) The dependence of T-spectra % upon l, (b) the redshift of the absorption edge of Cu-Ge-Se-Te thin-films as increasing the Cu-ratio.
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transmittance, Tevalues are very small, or it may be neglected, in
the UV and visible regions, where the absorption of films is very
high. But, at a wavelength equalsz 900e1100 nm, the value of the
transmittance, T % increases suddenly, dramatically and very
rapidly. Where, the transmittance value may reach to about
70e80% at a wavelength almost ranged from about 1100 nm to
1400 nm. Then, Tevalues decreases again and followed by an
increasing again after z1800e2200 nm, to reach its maximum
value almost after the wavelength of 2300. The value of T reaches
about 83%, at a wavelength of z 2350 nm, approximately.
Furthermore, the transmission nature of CGST films decreases as
the Cu-ratio increased, as shown in Figs. (7). This is due to the
physical properties of the copper element, such as its opaque na-
ture and high density in comparison with the germanium element.

In addition to the above mentioned, it can also find that there is
a redshift of the absorption edge of film samples (i.e. towards
higher wavelengths), where it is shifted fromz 995 nm to 1070 nm
as the Cu-content was increased from 0.0% to 20.0%, as depicted in
Fig. (7-b). The values of the wavelength of the absorption edge,
labs.-edge of films is listed in Table 4. On the other hand, the variation
of the reflectance spectra, R % versus the wavelength, l of the films
is illustrated in Fig. (8). It can see that the behavior of R-spectra is
relatively opposite to that of T-spectra, where the film reflectivity
increases as the Cu-percent is increased. Similar results have been
reported for other semiconducting thin films [69,70]. Furthermore,
behind the absorption edge of a-CGST films and at longer wave-
lengths, it can observe that T þ R � 1, as exhibited in Figs. (7) and
(8). Generally, the absorbance, A-value is given as A ¼ 1 e

(T þ R), which becomes very low or maybe neglected. This obser-
vation indicates that there is neither scattering nor absorption of
light, i.e. these samples are non-dispersive samples. Thereby Cu-
Ge-Se-Te can be used in the applications of optoelectronics de-
vices, infrared imaging, and optical filters and detectors. These re-
sults affirm that the prepared a-CGST films have homogenous
nature, smooth surface, and high-optical quality [22,34]. Moreover,
the obtained T and R results are very consistent with some similar
previous works [69e71].

4.4.2. Optical absorption studies
The study of absorption spectra is a pivotal issue as it plays a

great role in controlling the optical properties of any material. It
provides good information about both the type of electronic tran-
sition and the optical energy gap of the studied semiconductor
materials, to be utilized in any potential application [34,41]. Along
the spectra curves of the optical absorption of any non-crystalline,
disordered or even the partially crystalline materials, there are
three major special regions, they are: (1) the strongest absorption
region at lower wavelengths, (2) the absorption edge region and (3)



Table 4
Obtained optical and physical parameters of a-CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 samples.

The parameter Quaternary CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 thin-films

Ge20Se40Te40 Cu5Ge5Se40Te40 Cu10Ge10Se40Te40 Cu15Ge5Se40Te40 Cu20Se40Te40

labs. edge (nm) 995 1020 1037 1053 1070
Eexp
g , (eV) 1.208 1.155 1.105 1.065 1.045

Eth
g (eV) 0.966 0.933 0.899 0.866 0.833

EU (eV) 0.186 0.191 0.199 0.210 0.219
s £ 10¡2 (eV) 13.67 13.30 12.77 12.10 11.61
Se-p (eV)¡1 4.877 5.012 5.221 5.510 5.742
EC ðeVÞ 1.099 1.549 1.999 2.591 3.184
NC 2.400 2.250 2.100 1.950 1.800
VENo: 5.600 5.750 5.900 6.050 6.200
LP 3.200 3.500 3.800 4.100 4.400
FM 0.000 0.125 0.250 0.375 0.500
Nbb 1.200 1.125 1.050 0.975 0.900
NbS 1.800 1.500 1.200 0.900 0.600
NTotal Cont: 3.000 2.625 2.250 1.875 1.500
DCL 1.000 0.625 0.250 �0.125 �0.500
NCEff

4.200 4.050 3.100 2.950 2.800

Fig. 8. The behavior of R-spectra versus l for a-CGST films.

Fig. 9. The dependence of (a) on (l) of a-Cu-Ge-Se-Te films.
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the weak absorption region at longer wavelengths [5]. According to
these three distinct regions, anyone can evaluate the optical band-
gap energy, Eg from the first strongest absorption region, while the
tail of the bandwidth or Urbach characteristic energy, EU can be
estimated from the second region. The third region of weak ab-
sorption is arisen owing to the formed defect localized states and
the disorder of the semiconducting material [17,21]. Consequently,
in the following sections, the authors have carefully studied this
important curve for the amorphous CGST thin films, to determine
both the optical gap energy, Eg and the Urbach energy, EU and then
studied the interrelationship between them.
4.4.2.1. Absorption coefficient and absorbance. The absorption co-
efficient, can be calculated using R and T-spectra from the following
Eq. [41,71]:

aðlÞ¼1
t
:ln

0
BB@ð1� RÞ2

2T
þ
 
ð1� RÞ4
4T2

þ R2
!1 =

2

1
CCA (9)

where (t) is the thickness of the synthesized films. This equation
has the advantage of considering the multiple internal reflections
that may occur [72]. Hence, the absorption coefficient (a) has been
computed and then depicted in Fig. (9) as a function of (l). It can
also be observed that at UV and Vis regions (i.e. at the high energy
region and low wavelength, less than 1000 nm), the transmission
values were very close to zero, while the absorption coefficient has
high values. While in the near-infrared, NIR-region, which has
lower energies and higher wavelengths (greater than 1200 nm),
anyone can see that the transmission values are high values while
the absorption coefficient values completely dwindle and may
reach zero. It can also observe that, in the UV and Visible regions,
the absorption coefficient values are increased as the Cu-ratio is
increased, and their values are larger than 104 cm�1.

Otherwise, the absorbance or the optical density, Dopt. is a good
quantitative term that indicates the light absorbed by a given
substance. The importance of this parameter is since it reflects the
quality and properties of the thin film, like its concentration,
morphology, and suitability for use. The absorbance, Dopt can be
computed from knowing both (a) and (t), where Dopt is given as
Dopt ¼ at [34,67]. Thereby, Dopt. of a-CGST thin films can be easily
determined and then graphically illustrated. Fig. (10) shows the
absorbance graph, Dopt. of the a-CGST thin-film samples and its
dependence on the incident wavelength, l.



Fig. 10. The variation of (Dopt) with (l) for a- CGST thin films. Fig. 11. Tauc’s plot of the indirect allowed transition of amorphous CGST thin-film
samples.

Fig. 12. Dependence of both (a) the experimental Tauc’s band gap energy of amor-
phous CGST thin-film samples and (b)the theoretical bulk-glassy samples upon the Cu-
concentration percent.
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4.4.2.2. Tauc and Urbach energies. As proposed by Tauc and
developed by Davis and Mott, the electronic transitions in semi-
conducting material are usually dependent on the material itself
and the energy of the incident photons. Therefore, the strength of
optical absorption is dependent upon the difference between the
energy of the incident photon (hn) and the energy of the bandgap
between the valence band and the conduction band (Eg) [73,74].
Tauc’s graphical plots are often used to obtain the optical energy
gap in semiconducting materials by knowing the absorption data
and thewavelength of incident photons. This gap is frequently used
to experimentally characterize the optical and electronic properties
of semiconductors. Tauc’s relation is given as follows [73e75]:

a¼ A
hn
�
hn� Eg

�1
=n (10a)

or,

ðahnÞn ¼ A
�
hn�Eg

�
(10b)

Noting that the exponent n is called the transition-mode power
factor; it depends on whether the material is crystalline or non-
crystalline. Moreover, its value is dependent on the electronic
transition type, where it indicates the transition type and nature.
According to Eq. (10-b), this exponent, n takes one or two values of
the following values: 2 and 2/3, for the direct allowed and direct
forbidden transitions, and for the indirect allowed and indirect
forbidden transitions, n is 1/2 and 1/3, respectively. As obvious, the
parameter (n) is dependent on the electronic transition; and A is
some constant known as the band-tailing parameter [34,67,73,74].

Consequently, and according to Eq. (10-b) if anyone plot a
graphical relation between ðahnÞn on the ordinate (y-axis) and
ðhnÞon the abscissa (x-axis). Thus, the obtained graph contains a
distinguished linear regime refers to the absorption onset of the
material. Therefore, the extrapolation of this straight segment till it
intersects the x-axis (hn-axis), then it can get the optical energy-
gap value of the investigated material. For the present a-Cu-Ge-
Se-Te thin films, and after several attempts to plot all probabilities
for the value of n, it found that the value of n ¼ 1/2 is the most
suitable value for the present amorphous films, where it gave the
longest straight segment to achieve what Davis and Mott imposed
for non-crystalline solid semiconducting materials [74e76].
Consequently, the optical band-gap energy value of CuGeSeTe films
could obtain and then tabulated in Table 4. Fig. (11) illustrates this
graphical indirect allowed transition of the deposited amorphous
CGST thin-film samples to get Tauc energy values Eg. This figure
exhibit that the value of Eg decreases from 1.208 eV to 1.045 eV as
the Cu ratio increased from zero to 20% within the a-CGST film
samples. These results are in complete harmonywith the redshift of
the absorption edge depicted in Fig. (7). Further, the obtained Eexpg

values of the a-CGST films are depicted as functions of (x) in
Fig. (12-a). The graph is linearly fitted to get this empirical Eq.:
Eexp
g ðeVÞ ¼ 1:208 � 0:008 x.
Moreover, the band-gap energy was theoretically calculated for

the bulk glassy samples using Shimakawa, Eq. (5) [51,52] and then
tabulated in Table 4; then graphically illustrated as a function of the
percentage of the Cu-content (x) percent within the amorphous
CGST films in Fig. (12-b). The obtained figure is fitted to get a

straight line has this Eq.: Eth
g ðeVÞ ¼ 0:966� 0:007 x. Here, (x) is the

Cu-molar fraction ratio %. From Fig. (12), it is also worth to observe
that the experimental and theoretical band-gap energy values have
the same behavior, where both decreased as the Cu-content was
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increased. But, the experimental energy values of the amorphous
CGST thin-film samples are slightly larger than those of the theo-
retical bulk samples, which is a normal result, as assumed by Davis
and Mott [74].

On the other hand, Urbach found that along the optical ab-
sorption coefficient curve and near the absorption edge of semi-
conducting non-crystalline or partially crystalline solid materials,
there is an exponential part. This exponential part describes the
band tail width of the material. This band tail is formed within the
forbidden band gap and near the band edge of the valence and
conduction bands of the non-crystalline materials. This tail repre-
sents the localized states within the band gap. These localized
states lead to shrinking or diminish the width of the band gap.
Urbach describes this assumption by an empirical equation in-
terrelates between the absorption coefficient, (a) and the photon
energy (hn). He formulated his assumption through the following
Eq. [21,76]:

a¼ao exp
�
hn=EU

�
(11a)

Taking the logarithm of the two sides of the last Eq. gives:

Ln a ¼ Ln a0 þ
�
hn=EU

�
(11b)

where ao is some constant, while the EU is the band tail or the
Urbach energy, it is independent of the temperature.

This energy describes the band tail width owing to localized
states formed in the usual forbidden band gap associated with the
disordered or non-crystalline materials. Thus, Urbach or band tail
width energy (EU) can be obtained from the reciprocal of the ob-
tained straight-line slope of the graphical relationship between ln
(a) represented on the Y-axis and the energy of the incident photon
(hn) on the X-axis. While the intersection part of the Y-axis gives
the value of the constant Ln (ao). Fig. (13) illustrates this graphical
plot, from which the value of the EU and (ao) can be determined.
The obtained values of the EU of the a-CGST thin films were
computed from this figure and then reported in Table 4. It can
observe that the band-tail energy, EU increased from
0.186 eVe0.219 eV as Cu-percentage was increased from zero at. %
to 20 at. %. Moreover, if a graphic relationship between the energy
gap values (experimentally and theoretically) and the Urbach en-
ergy values was plotted and then linearly best fitted, as shown in
Fig. 13. Ln (a) Vs (hn) to get Urbach-band-tail-energy values of a-CGST film samples.
Fig. (14), then anyone can get the following straight-line Eqs.:

Eexp
g ðeVÞ ¼ 2:070 � 4:748 EU

Eth
g ðeVÞ ¼ 1:674 � 3:456 EU

Furthermore, the obtained values of (EU) were represented as a
function of the elemental fractional percentage of the Cu-element
(x) within the investigated CGSE films, as shown in Fig. (15-a)
(Please, see Fig. 14). This figure was linearly fitted to obtain the
following straight-line Eq:

EU ¼ 0.186 þ 0.0017 x

It should note that the EU-values have an opposite behavior with
the Eg-values, as shown in Figs. (15-a) and both (12-a) and (12-b),
respectively; and from their empirical equations, too, where the
two slopes or the values of x-coefficient are opposite to each other.
These obtained results are a natural consequence as the decreasing
of the band gap energy arises as a result of the formation of the
localized states at the edge of the forbidden band. Thus, increasing
the band tail width leads to decrease in the band-gap energy
[34,67]. This result has been reported for the film samples of many
chalcogenide non-crystalline materials [7,9,21,23].

Moreover, Urbach proposed also for the non-crystalline solid
material another formula regarding the formed the localized states
and band-tail width. He argued that the absorption coefficient, a
can interrelate the optical band-gap energy by the following rela-
tion [76e79]:

a¼b exp
�
sðhn� EoÞ

KT

	
(12a)

where b is another constant differs from the constant ao, (s) is
some constant called the steepness parameter. This parameter
identifies the slope or the gradient of the straight segment of the
absorption curve near the absorption edge [67e69]. While, Eo is the
energy of the transition, in case of direct transition, it is equal to the
band-gap energy, Eo ¼ Eg, but for indirect transitions, it is equal to
(Eg þ Ep), where Ep is of the phonon energy associated with the
indirect transition. Also, K is the Boltzmann’ constant
Fig. 14. The interrelationship between EU and Eg- values of a-CGST thin films.
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(K ¼ 8.617 � 10�5 eV/K) and T is the room temperature (295 K).
Hence, taking the logarithm of the two sides of the last Eq., hence
anyone can get the following form [67,77,78]:

Lna ¼ Lnb þ
�
sðhn� EoÞ

KT

	
(12b)

Comparing between the two Eq. (12b) and (12-b) together,
anyone can conclude that [41,67]:

s¼KT
EU

(12c)

Consequently, the steepness parameter, s could be estimated.
The obtained values were scheduled in Table 4, and then they have
graphically been exhibited in Fig. (15-b) as functions of the Cu-ratio
(x), too. The graph is best linearly fitted, to obtain this empirical
relation: s ðeVÞ ¼ 1:3674 � 0:0103 x . As obvious, the value of
this steepness parameter decreased from 1.367 eV to 1.161 eV as the
copper ratio increased. Moreover, there is a new optical parameter
called the interaction strength between electron and phonon, Se-p.
This parameter describes the lattice expanding and increasing of
the lattice constants. Increasing this parameter means increasing
the lattice dimensions and vice versa. Taking into account that
increasing the lattice dimensions leads to decreasing the band-gap
energy. Hence, from the interrelationship between this optical
parameter, s and the interaction strength between electron and
phonon during the electronic transition, Se-p which is given as
follows [67,77]:

Se-p ¼ 2/3s (13)

Hence, anyone can calculate this crucial optical parameter, Se-p.
The estimated values of the phonon-electron strength have been
Fig. 15. Representation of the values of (a) Urbach energy, EU, (b) the steepness
parameter, s, and (c) the interaction strength, Se-p between the electron and phonon as
functions of the Cu-ratio of a-CGST thin films.
also reported in Table 4, too. It can observe that the values of Se-p
increased from 4.877 eV-1 to 5.742 eV-1 as the Cu-content % (x) was
increased from 0.0% to 20%. This increasing behavior was also
depicted and was linearly best fitted, as shown in Fig. (15-c) to get
the following linear relation: Se-p (eV) �1 ¼ 4.877 þ 0.043 x. The
increased interaction strength, Se-p values are in good correspon-
dence with the decreased values of Eg. as they usually have an in-
verse proportion with each other. These results well affirm the
correctness of the obtained values of Eg Ref. [67,77].

Therefore, and because of these good optical properties of a-
CGST thin films, they can be used in many optoelectronic applica-
tions and devices, such as photovoltaics, solar cells, photonic cir-
cuits, photolithography, signal preparing, optical recorders, optical
fibers and many others.

4.4.3. Chemical bond approach model, CBAM and determination of
the cohesive energy, EC

This model is a good quantitative method to investigate chal-
cogenide glassy semiconducting materials and their properties.
Where, this method can give several worth insights about the
probable chemical bonds that can form in the chalcogenide alloy or
composition and hence the value of the cohesive energy, EC of that
semiconducting material; along with the possibility that the
average coordination number NC of that network is principally
interrelated to their vitrification properties, with the probability of
finding special values of NC resulting in the specific properties of
that investigated network and then knowing and interpret them
[54,80]. Hence, this CBAM is very beneficial in predicting the
properties of the semiconducting material of different composi-
tions. Consequently, the authors, in this section, will calculate the
values of both EC and NC and then correlate their values with the
obtained optical band-gap energy values for the amorphous
CuxGe20-xSe40Te40, CGST samples.

The cohesive energy values can be estimated using Eq. (6) after
knowing the energy values of the heteronuclear bond that was
computed by knowing the heteronuclear bond energies of the two
elements and their electro-negativity values, cA and cB. Table 5
reports the evaluated hetero-nuclear and the known homo-
nuclear bonds which may be formed among the constituent
chemical elements of the quaternary CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 samples.
According to the CBAM, the possible amount of the formed heter-
onuclear and homonuclear bonds was calculated and reported also
in Table 6. It can see that the increase of the Cu-content leads to an
increase in the number of the strongest chemical bond, CueTe
bond; this increment comes out at the expense of the less strong
heteronuclear bond, GeeSe bonds, which have lower energy and
their number decreasing as Cu-content increased.

At the same time, the number of less strong heteronuclear
bonds, which is the SeeTe bond, has little changes (a slight increase
and then decreases again as before). On the other hand, the number
of the weakest TeeTe homonuclear bond decreases and the
strongest SeeSe homonuclear bond increased. All these changes
lead to the increase of the cohesive energy of the quaternary a-
CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 samples as the Cu-element percentage
increased. The calculated values of the cohesive energy, EC of the
present samples increase from 1.099eV to 3.184 eV as the Cu-
content increased from 0.0% to 20.0%. All the obtained EC-values
of the present samples were listed in Table 4. So, it can conclude
that the increment of the EC-values is owing to the increase of the
number the strongest bonds, CueTe, which have the largest energy
value.

Furthermore, when someone wants to link between the optical
band-gap energy values and those of cohesive energy values for
each sample of the chalcogenide a-CGST network, he can recognize
they have opposite behaviors to each other. While, with respect to



Table 5
The energy values of the heteronuclear and homonuclear bonds formed among the constituent elements of the quaternary samples of CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 compositions
[35,37,42,53,81].

The heteronuclear strongest bonds The homonuclear defect bonds

Formed bonds category Energy of bonds Formed bonds category Energy of bonds

(kCal/mol) (eV/atom) (kCal/mol) (eV/atom)

B(CueTe) 278.7 12.092 B(SeeSe) 44.00 1.909
B(GeeSe) 49.42 2.144 B(TeeTe) 33.00 1.432
B(SeeTe) 44.18 1.917

Bonds that are not formed Non formed bonds category
B(CueSe) 251.00 10.891 B(CueCu) 176.52 7.659
B(CueGe) 208.8 9.060 B(GeeGe) 37.00 1.605
B(GeeTe) 35.47 1.539

Table 6
The chemical bonds formed within the a-CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 samples and their number.

Chalcogenide samples The chemical bonds formed within the sample of a-CuxGe20-xSe40Te40 system

# CueTe bonds # GeeSe bonds # SeeTe bonds # TeeTe bonds # SeeSe bonds # all formed bonds # formed defect bonds

Ge20Se40Te40 00 20 20 20 00 60 20 (TeeTe)
Cu5Ge15Se40Te40 05 15 25 10 00 55 10 (TeeTe)
Cu10Ge10Se40Te40 10 10 30 00 00 50 00
Cu15Ge5Se40Te40 15 05 25 00 10 55 10 (SeeSe)
Cu20Se40Te40 20 00 20 00 20 60 20 (SeeSe)
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the Urbach energy (EU), it can observe that both EC and EU increase
as the Cu-content increases. The inversely proportional between
the EC and Eg has been represented graphically in Fig. (16-a), while
Fig. (16-b) shows the direct proportion between the EC and EU. The
figures were linearly fitted to get the following empirical Eqs.:

Egexp (eV) ¼ 1.279e0.079 EC

EU (eV) ¼ 0.167 þ 0.016 EC

Moreover, the increase of EC presupposes a higher bonding
strength, which results in decreasing the band-gap energy, Eg,
owing to increment the defect bonds, which results in an increase
in the Urbach energy [18,82]. Hurst and Davis (1974) [82,83]
explicated these results via the suggestion that when the energy of
the bond of the composition or alloy are not very different, the
increase in the disorder that is related to the deviation from stoi-
chiometry will lead to more pressing the mobility band-edges in
the direction of their edges, hence diminishing the Eg-value. In
general, these results are consistent with the results of many other
similar amorphous ChG films [15,82e85].
Fig. 16. The interrelationship between both the (a) band-gap energy and (b) Urbach
energy, and the cohesive energy of a-CGST thin films.
4.4.4. The number of the average coordination and its related
parameters

The number of the average coordination, <NC> is defined as the
atom-averaged covalent coordination of the constituents of the
chalcogenide material. This number, <NC> is a perfect tactic
parameter for the covalent bonds to clarify the characters of atomic
units of any composition [21,84]. Ioffe and Redel proposed that the
bonding nature of the nearest neighbor zone is well-known in
terms of this number [85,86]. To interpret the chalcogenide glassy
structure, i.e. the continuous random network model, CRNM (the
topological concepts) are utilized. The CRNM complies the principle
of 8-N, where, N is the number of outer shell electrons. The values
of this parameter, <NC> of ChG a-CGST samples have been esti-
mated using Eq. (7) and then scheduled in Table 4, too. It can
observe that the values of the average coordination number, <NC>
decreased from 2.400 to 1.800. The decrease of the <EC>� values is
owing to that the number of the valence electrons of Cu-element,
(N ¼ 1) is less than that of the Ge, (N ¼ 4) and since the ratio of
the copper increased at the expense of the ratio of germanium
within the glassy CGST matrix [19].

Moreover, the value of the lone-pair electrons, LP of non-
crystalline Cu-Ge-Se-Te samples can be also calculated by
knowing the estimated values of both the number of valence
electrons, VNo: and the average coordinative number, <EC>
[59e61,85]. The estimated values of VNo: and LP have been calcu-
lated and then reported in Table 4. It can observe that, the number
of valence electrons, VNo: increased from 5.600 to 6.200, while the
lone-pair electrons, LP increases from 3.200 to 4.400 as the Cu-
content was increased. The scientist Z. Liang at 1991 had pro-
posed in his approach that the chalcogenide material can keep its
vitreous state if the LP-value of the composition is larger than 3.
Hence, the alloy or the composition of the present studied Cu-Ge-



Fig. 18. Changing of both the number of (a) bond-bending constraints, Nbb , (b) bond-
stretching constraints, Nbs and (c) the total mechanical-bond constraints, NTotal Cont
as functions of the percentage of the copper ratio of CGST network.
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Se-Te matrix, is a glassy one [59,86,87]. Consequently, and ac-
cording to this approach, the present studied matrix is a good
glassy matrix. This result can be attributed to the selenium atoms,
which possess two couple of lone-pair electrons in its vitreous state
[21], i.e. the investigated samples are rich in Se-content (40%).

It can observe that the existence of a large amount of Se-element
in the glassy CGST matrix reduces the stress forces that give flexi-
bility to a-CGST samples. This means that the formed chemical
bonds become adaptive and tend towards the elastic region, which
is confirmed by lower <NC> values. On the other hand, the floppy
modes, FM of CGST glassy alloy, can be computed by knowing
NC-values. The determined FM-values were computed and listed in
Table 4, too, they are increased from 0.00 to 0.50 as the Cu-ratio
increased. This result confirms the obtained LP-values; hence
these CGST glassy samples are good flexible alloys. Thus, Cu
improved the mechanical properties, where it increases the sample
flexibility and makes it has higher strength. Figs. (17-a), (17-b), (17-
c) and (17-d) depicts both the decrement of <NC>-values and the
increment of both the VNo:-, LP- and FM-values as the Cu-ratio
increased, respectively. These figures have been best fitted to
obtain the following linear experimental Eqns.:

For the average coordination number: < NC > ¼ 2.40e0.03 x

For the total number of valence electrons: VNo. ¼ 5.60 þ 0.03 x

For the number of the lone-pair electrons: LP ¼ 3.20 þ 0.06 x

And, for the floppy mode’s parameters: FM ¼ 0.00 þ 0.025 x

These distinctive optical and physical properties make the Cu-
Ge-Se-Te compositions are candidates for many applications, like
the biomedical applications, reversible phase change, micro-
sensing, switching and memory devices, electrochemical sensors,
waveguides, light-emitting detectors, and infrared detectors.
4.4.5. Mechanical constraints, Ncon

The total number of mechanical bond constraints, Ncon of the
Fig. 17. Illustration of the variations of both (a) <NC>, (b)VNo., (c) LP and (d
present chalcogenide Cu-Ge-Se-Te glassy samples have been
determined after determining the two constituent types of con-
straints; which the bond bending, Nbb and the bond stretching
constraints, Nbs using Eq. (8-a) and (8-b) [45,48,62]. The computed
values of both Nbb,Nbs andNTotal Cont. have also listed in Table 4 and
then graphically illustrated as functions of the copper percentage in
Fig. (18-a), (18-b) and (18-c), respectively. These graphs have been
constructed linearly to obtain the following experimental Eqs.:
) FM versus the percentage of the Cu concentration % for a-CGST films.



Fig. 19. Dependence of both (a) the cross-linking density values, DCL and (b) the
effective coordination number, NCEff

upon the Cu-content within the amorphous Cu-
Ge-Se-Te thin films.
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For the bond bending constraints; Nbb: Nbb ¼ 1:20 � 0:015 x

For the bond stretching constraints; Nbs: Nbs ¼ 1:80

� 0:060 x

While for the total number of mechanical bond constraints;
NTotal Cont:

NTotal Const: ¼ 3:00 � 0:750 x

Moreover, the density of the cross-linking value, DCL and the
effective coordination number, NCEff

have also been determined
using the computed values of the NTotal Cont, using Eqs. (19) and (20)
[45,62]. Then, the calculated values have also reported in Table 4
and graphically plotted as functions of the Cu-ratio percent in
Figs. (19-a) and (19-b), respectively. These graphs have been best
linearly fitted to get the a set of these straight lines of the following
experimental Eqs.:

For the cross� linking density values DCL: DCL ¼ 1 � 0:075 x

And for the effective coordination number;

NCEff
: <NCeff > ¼ 4:20 � 0:078 x
5. Conclusions

This article was devoted to synthesizing Novel Non-Crystalline
CuxGe20-xSe40Te40, (x ¼ 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 at. %), CGSE bulk gasses
and thin-film samples and study their properties. Bulk and thin-
film samples have been examined and investigated by X-ray
diffraction, XRD and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, EDS-
technique. XRD exhibited that all studied CGSE samples have the
non-crystalline nature. The authors have studied some decisive
physical properties of the bulk CGSE glassy samples via measuring
the mass-volume density. The authors have investigated and dis-
cussed the molar mass, molar volume, packing density, and the
compactness, as well as the atomic density of elements, and others.
Many optical parameters and properties of CuxGe20-xSe40Te40,
thin films (0:00 � x � 20:0 at: %) have been discussed. Thin-film
samples showed higher transmittance and lower reflectivity in
the NIR region, which means that there is neither scattering nor
absorption of the incident light. The authors have also studied the
absorption coefficient, optical density, electronic transition, band-
tail width via Tauc’s plots and Urbach rule. The optical energy
gap, Eg and Urbach energy, EU have been determined for CGST films.
These two energy parameters have opposite behavior, where Eg
decreased from 1.208 eV to 1.045 eV, while EU values increased
from 0.186 eV to 0.219 eV as Cu-ratio increased from 0.00% to 20.0%.
The authors have also estimated the values of the steepness
parameter and electron phonon interaction forces. The Cu-doping
increased both the optical and electrical conductivities. Further, it
also decreases both the optical band gap and the steepness con-
stant, while increases both the absorption coefficient value, the
band tail width, and the strength of the electron-phonon interac-
tion. The studied optical properties confirm the high quality and
good homogeneity of film samples.

Furthermore, the chemical bond approach model was also
employed to study the cohesive energy, EC of the studied CGST
samples. It was found that the value of the cohesive energy
increased from 1.099 eV to 3.184 eV, while the number of the
average coordination, <NC> decreased from 2.400 to 1.800, as Cu
increased from zero to 20.0%. Based on the assigned values of <NC>,
many crucial parameters were assigned for the CGST samples. The
studied physical and structural properties affirmed that the present
CGST samples are good stable glassy materials, where the value of
the lone-pair electrons increases from 3.200 to 4.400 and these
samples can keep their vitreous state where the LP-values of
samples are larger than 3.00. The present CGST bulk glasses are
good flexible alloys, too, where the FM-values increased from 0.00
to 0.50. Increasing the Cu-ratio increased the chemical stability of
the composition. In addition, Cu improved the mechanical prop-
erties, where it increases the sample flexibility and makes it has
higher strength.
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